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upstream to the junction with the Marne, or downstream, as far as possible towards the sea.
Elsewhere, in a hotel room, in a clot of the crowd, in a compartment in an express, there was somebody who thought, just for a moment, about the shape or about the sheer size of Paris. Somebody groped in his memory for a figure, drew comparisons, was surprised. One or two people consulted note-books, guide-books. Visitors who had looked at Paris from the top of a tower, as they came down the spiral staircase again, estimated the extent of this horizon where everything was human. Others, who had come from abroad, asked themselves : " Are there going to be more people here than in the Underground ? " " Am I going to be more jostled about than when I try to walk along Cheapside ? "
But the schoolboys had turned their eyes towards the map of Europe. They could still see France - see her, quite obviously, like something curvetting, almost rearing, ahead of the Continent; but at the same time something tucked away a little, something precious, something protected by more exposed salients. Asia and Europe turned their backs on each other; Asia streamed away towards the West; Europe was a march towards the Occident. Paris, reduced to a point, set too high for the convenience of France, seemed to be situated at a spot chosen by Europe.
Less well placed for the provinces of France than for the nations of Europe ; less well pkced for the safeguarding of any of them than for the meeting of all of them, Paris gave her name to the destined site of a world capital. Even her remoteness from the sea was, from this point of view, something that pleased the eyes. A capital on the coast always seems too far outside, too vulnerable, too much at the mercy of comings and goings by sea, too wide open to its traffic. To protect the heart of the West, you needed that thickness of French soil.
And during this time, among the last visitors to the towers and the high places, more than one, contemplating the real

